Session IV: Going Mobile

Active Transportation for Our Communities
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“A cog in somethin' turning...”
Going Mobile: Woodstock

We Can Do Better

A TRIP TO THE MALL OF AMERICA
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“Someday we’ll look back on this and it will all seem funny” #1
Going Mobile: Woodstock

What Communities Want
Going Mobile: Woodstock

What Communities Have
We’re Not Alone
Going Mobile: Woodstock

The Next Big Thing...

The New Empire State Trail

From Buffalo, to Canada, to Manhattan.

#EverUpward
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Be Visionary
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Anything is Possible
Creating a New Built Environment
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Green Technology

CV/Link
Going Mobile: Woodstock

Community + Diversity = Equity
Complete Streets Matter
Innovation is Happening

Valley Road, Hanover NH

(credit: Western Transportation Institute)
Nebraska Did THIS

Alta’s 1st Street cycle track, Lincoln NE
And Kelowna BC Did THIS...
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Make Every Home a Trailhead
Ulster County’s 2020 Vision
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Create Complete Communities
“Someday we’ll look back on this and it will all seem funny” #2
Going Mobile: Woodstock

Let’s Listen to New Ideas….

https://www.pittsburghfoodpark.com/
Going Mobile: Woodstock

Be Creative
we got to get ourselves back to the garden

Thank You!

Jeff Olson

Principal
Alta Planning + Design
jolson@altaplanning.com
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